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Canadian d^y discussion of Canadian

military quisition ofnuclear Policy that goes beyônd the
part, of Canada's aas should start from the question of

and
compared to foreign and defence prOp°sition that the

defence the Political part of it. By the policy is of virtually no
reduction of Policy I mean the part concerned P°litical part of Canada,imp°rtance
ment in tensions - with s foreigndisarmament

world
- the actions great-Power 'disarmament and

exchanges conferences, in the United Nationsnts of the Canadian Govern-
and

with other governments. * and in meetings and

diplomatic

and that That the Political part if far
the military part should more important than

can easily be demonstrated. be 3udged by military its effect on the y Part,
political part,

Given the destructive
defence of any countr capacity of present nuclear wea
is made by all the y requires the prevention of nuclear war, pons s
the nuclear powers. ystems, the

Policy of deterrence. It is the assum This assumption
ption underlying and justifying

Canada 's

CBMs, Polaris
submarines and tSACent

consists ofent is of
NATO tactical nuclear forces i

n Europe,
(i) U.S.

forces in ^nned bombers), Strategic
Europe. and (.II

I) U.S. and allied convent onaland

rapidly decreasing importanceilitary contribution to the Western
nuclear weapons (I The Western d deterr

The U.S. strategic nuclear weapons are b
of the Western deterrent.

DOikl

Changes in military
y far the most

gY in the last few(concentration on hardened ICBM bases and on olar important
portant partvalue of

y contribution (which could onl reduced the
years

tributionato thesdefence nof U Smilitar ^rines) have

rzduce it still further. bases) to an insignificant a Y be a con-
mount, and will

U.S. and NATO tactical nuclear forces in Europe
make a small military contribution, are alread of ver

ybecome ueless as soon as France has her independet, to which Canada couldy Y doubtful deterrent
nuclear force.. value and

U.S. and allied conventional forces in Europe will continue to be

needed.Canada could make a military contribution there, but the effectiveness
contribution has to be measured against the alternative of a Canadian military
contribution to UN Peace-enforcement forces.

of such

Mutual deterrence is the only defence both
is inherently unstable and increasingly likely to starts at therWest
nuclear war. now have, but

Each side must seek improvement in speed and accuracy preventdestructiveness.
The swifter the weapons, the greater the threat of wo its nuclear

ar by human


